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New online directory provides convenient access to 
providers who offer direct billing
Alberta Blue Cross has just made it easier for your employees to find health service 
providers who offer the convenience of direct billing.

The Alberta Blue Cross web site now features a directory that your employees may 
use to find a provider in their area who direct bills, thereby avoiding the need to fill 
out claim forms and pay the full cost of their eligible claims out of pocket.

Today over 90 per cent of claims are submitted directly to Alberta Blue Cross at the 
time of service—from pharmacies, dental offices, ambulance providers, vision care 
providers, chiropractors, physiotherapists and, most recently, massage therapists.

By consulting this searchable directory for a provider who offers the convenience 
of direct billing, your plan members only need to pay their portion of the cost for 
eligible claims.

Check our web site for details and a list of participating providers. 

Recent generic drug pricing reductions positively 
impact Alberta Blue Cross group benefit plans
On July 1, 2012, the Government of Alberta moved forward 
with its latest round of changes to reduce the price it pays for 
generic prescription drugs to 35 per cent of the published 
price of the brand-name product.

Alberta Blue Cross group benefit plans receive the benefit 
of these changes in accordance with the Alberta Blue Cross 
pharmacy agreement, signed by each pharmacy, which 
states that if an individual pharmacy charges a reduced 
price, it is also obliged to do so for all Alberta Blue Cross plan 
members.

Alberta Blue Cross determined that with the first round of 
generic price reductions, implemented in 2009 when prices 
were reduced to 56 per cent on existing generics and 45 per 
cent on first-entry generics, group benefit plans saw a savings 
of two per cent in the year following the change.

We are pleased to confirm we have completed analysis as to 
the potential impact of the reduction to 35 per cent. 

We expect that these reductions will provide additional 
savings to employer group drug plans in the range of 5.2  
per cent in the next year.

continued on next page...



Technical 
infrastructure 
measures 
ensure 
uninterrupted 
operations
Alberta Blue Cross makes 
substantial and ongoing 
investments in our technical 
infrastructure to protect the 
integrity of our data centres and 
computer operations. As a key 
focus of our organization, this 
ensures uninterrupted operation 
of our claims adjudication 
systems and networks and 
results in high-availability of 
service to Albertans.

Our comprehensive measures 
include maintaining parallel 
data centres. These centres are 
securely housed in separate 
buildings and function 
independently of one another to 
provide failsafe protection in the 
unlikely event that one location 
experiences an outage. Each 
is supported by both battery 
power and natural gas fired 
generators to provide power 
backup in the event of electrical 
supply disruption.

Promote a healthy work 
environment this winter
Cold winter months often challenge our 
immune systems and translate into higher 
absenteeism rates. Help your employees 
prevent getting sick with nasty colds and 
the flu by implementing the following 
steps: 

	 •		Post	information	on	how	to	stop	the	
spread of germs at work. 

	 •		Promote	good	hand	hygiene	and	
respiratory etiquette: proper hand-
washing, covering coughs and staying 
home when ill. 

	 •		Ensure	that	waterless	antiseptic	hand	
agents are available for use by your 
employees.

	 •		Sanitize	washrooms,	kitchen	facilities,	
common areas and locations such as 
customer service counters on a regular 
basis to stop the spread of flu in your 
workplace.

One of the best ways to prevent influenza, 
however, is to encourage your employees 
to get the influenza vaccine every year. In 
Alberta, seasonal influenza vaccines are 
offered free of charge and can be obtained 
through public health clinics and some 
physician offices and pharmacists. You may 
want to consider allowing your employees 
to go get a flu shot during work hours.

Get your employees 
moving for Alberta 
Winter Walk Day 2013
On Wednesday February 6, Alberta 
Blue Cross challenges you and 
your employees to bundle up, step 
outside and participate in Alberta 
Winter Walk Day 2013!

A province-wide initiative to get 
Albertans up and moving during 
the winter months, Winter Walk 
Day celebrates our Alberta winter 
while promoting the year-round 
health benefits of walking. On 
this special day, all Albertans are 
encouraged to walk at least 15 
minutes outside, then record the 
total minutes walked and register 
the number of minutes online at 
www.shapeab.com. In 2012, over 
110,000 participants—including 
schools, workplaces, seniors centres 
and community groups as well as 
individuals and families— walked 
for a combined total of 3.1 million 
minutes. 

Groups that pre-register will be 
provided information to support 
their events, and groups that submit 
event photos or videos are eligible 
to win great prizes.

Winter Walk Day is sponsored by 
Alberta Blue Cross, the Alberta 
Motor	Association,	and	SHAPE	
Alberta	(Safe,	Healthy,	Active,	People	
Everywhere) in partnership with 
the Be Fit for Life network and the 
Alberta	Sport,	Recreation,	Parks	and	
Wildlife Foundation.

For more information about Winter 
Walk Day 2013, please visit our web 
site.



Massage therapy providers to 
meet new eligibility requirements
To ensure that massage services provided to plan members are legitimate, 
therapeutic and medically necessary, Alberta Blue Cross will require massage 
therapists to meet either 2,200 hours of formal education or the 2,200-hour 
competency equivalency requirement as of May 1, 2013.

Massage therapy is not currently regulated in the province of Alberta; 
therefore, individuals must trust that their massage therapy provider is 
professionally trained and belongs to a recognized association.

Massage therapy providers were informed of this requirement in May 2012 
to allow them ample time to obtain any necessary 
upgrading in order to be considered an eligible 
massage therapy provider by Alberta Blue Cross.

Beginning May 1, 2013, if plan members receive 
services from a massage therapy provider who 
does not meet the 2,200 hours of education 
eligibility requirements, their claims will be 
denied. To avoid this, please encourage your plan 
members to ensure that if they are intending to 
submit  a claim for coverage, that services are 
being provided by a massage therapist who has 
the correct training and education requirements 
prior to receiving treatment.

Recent generic drug pricing 
reductions positively impact 
Alberta Blue Cross group benefit 
plans
...continued from the previous page

It is important to remember that these 
anticipated savings vary by group 
plan and are influenced by a number 
of factors including plan design, 
demographics	and	utilization.	Savings	
will also be offset by environmental 
factors including the existing transition 
allowance—set to be eliminated April 
1, 2013—and the potential impact of 
health care reforms such as pharmacist 
services.

The savings from generic drug re-pricing 
provide a temporary reprieve to group 
benefit plans, as prescription drug prices 
are expected to return to sharp increases 
within the next few years. 

This is due to a variety of factors 
including:

	 •		most	of	the	drugs	currently	in	
the development pipeline are 
brand-name specialty drugs for 
rare diseases or conditions, with 
many expected to cost more than 
$50,000 per year;

	 •		there	are	few	if	any	blockbuster	
drugs nearing patent expiration; 
and

	 •		prescription	drug	use	will	
continue to increase due to our 
aging population, the prevalence 
of chronic diseases that come 
with age, and the fact that 
approximately 80 per cent of drug 
costs are for treatment of chronic 
medical conditions.

Alberta Blue Cross is committed to 
working with group plan customers to 
ensure the sustainability of benefit plans 
through industry leading claims and 
cost management. We will continue to 
monitor the impact of these changes on 
behalf of our customers.

Member online claim submissions 
continue to grow 
Launched in the summer of 2012, our online claim submission feature has proven 
to	be	a	great	success	among	Alberta	Blue	Cross	plan	members.	Since	July,	we’ve	
seen 8,000 members take advantage of this feature, submitting almost 40,000 
claims. 

Our online claiming process saves your plan members the hassle of having to fill 
out paper claim forms then submit them for reimbursement. Your plan members 
just need to sign in at 
www.ab.bluecross.ca/
online_services to take 
advantage of a full range 
of paperless options and 
enjoy the convenience 
of having their claims 
reimbursed within two 
business days. 



Providing the convenience of paperless claim statements and direct deposit
Did you know that your plan members have the option of receiving claim and treatment plan statements electronically 
from Alberta Blue Cross, and having reimbursement for eligible claims deposited directly into their bank accounts?

Your plan members can sign up for these convenient features through our secure online services for plan members site. 
Once registered, they will receive an e-mail notification advising them whenever they have a claim or treatment plan 
statement. They then simply follow the link in the e-mail to the secure area of our web site to see the details of claim or 
treatment plans, as well as a wide range of information about their claims, benefits, coverage and eligibility.

In addition to the convenience of having claim and treatment plans at their fingertips, plan members will receive 
statements faster than by mail—and won’t have to worry about missing mail or potential postal service disruptions.

They’ll also be helping the environment by eliminating tens of thousands of pieces of mail, and be helping Alberta Blue 
Cross to control plan costs. In the face of continually rising health care costs, reducing paper and postage expenses is just 
one more way we are working to ensure the value and long term affordability of your benefit plan.

Have you provided 
accurate salary 
information? 
If your Alberta Blue Cross group plan includes Life and/
or Disability benefits, ensure you provide us with accurate 
employee salary information and regularly update it if there are 
any changes.

Having the most current salary information for your employees 
will prevent processing delays in instances of any potential 
disability and life claims. If the information we have is not 
correct, it will affect any salary-based benefits and will also 
affect the accuracy of 
your billing statements.

Salary	updates	can	be	
submitted through 
the secure online 
services web site for 
plan administrators 
or by completing 
and submitting an 
Employee Benefit 
Changes form available 
at https://www.
ab.bluecross.ca/
plan-administrators/
gp_gaforms.html.

Group 
Name of  number: 
insurance company:

1. THIS SECTION TO BE COMPLETED BY EMPLOYERNAME OF GROUP

   YYYY            MM          DD
EFFECTIVE 
DATE OF 
CHANGE:

EMPLOYEE SURNAME
GIVEN NAME     MIDDLE INITIAL

DATE OF BIRTH     YYYY             MM         DD

GROUP AND SECTION NUMBER

ID NUMBERTYPE OF CHANGE  (Check below and complete applicable sections.) Transfer
 Reinstatement - Returned to work:

 Occupation  YYYY  MM DD
 Other (Specify):

 Salary
REVISED DEPARTMENT / SECTION REVISED EMPLOYEE NUMBER REVISED OTHER IDENTITY NUMBER REVISED OCCUPATION

Per: HOURS        Hours worked/week   
WEEk MONTH  YEAR

REVISED EMPLOYEE CLASS:

COMPLETE FOR CHANGES IN LIFE & DISABILITY BENEFITS

10009-108 Street NW, Edmonton, Alberta  T5J 3C5 EMPLOYEE  BENEFIT CHANGES

3.          CHANGE: EMPLOYEE NAME / BENEFIT STATUSNEW SURNAME
GIVEN NAME     MIDDLE INITIAL REVISED BENEFIT STATUS:

Single Family

•  The employee must be provided with a copy of this form.•  Alberta residents may apply for Alberta Blue Cross coverage on an individual 
 basis through one of our Individual Benefit Plans.  To be eligible for continuous 
 coverage you must apply within 30 days of your group plan cancellation date.  
 Please contact Alberta Blue Cross at 1-800-661-6995 for details.

DATE EMPLOYMENT TERMINATED YYYY               MM          DD

7.  TERMINATION:  (Check type of termination and indicate date.) 

 Left Employ Maternity Leave  Other (Specify): Retired Leave of Absence  
 Lay off Deceased  

 Add Change  Delete

Note:  • For Dependent Life, Optional Life and Optional AD&D the employee is the beneficiary of the insured spouse and children.    

 • For adding or changing of beneficiary information, please complete a Beneficiary Appointment  / Change  form.

OPTIONAL LIFE
Employee Total Amount: $
Spouse Total Amount: $

 Add Change  Delete

2.           CHANGE: EMPLOYEE ADDRESS and / or TELEPHONE NUMBER
NEW MAILING ADDRESS

CITY / TOWN
PROVINCETELEPHONE: Home  (               ) 

Work  (               )

POSTAL CODE

4.          CHANGE: SPOUSE, COMMON-LAW SPOUSE and / or  DEPENDENT(S) INFORMATION

DATE OF MARRIAGE / COHABITATION      YYYY              MM          DD

 Add    Change  Delete

Spouse

SURNAME  (If different than employee's)

PROVINCIAL 
HEALTH NUMBER

GIVEN NAME AND MIDDLE INITIAL DATE OF BIRTH YYYY  MM DDCommon law

GENDER

M          F

M          F
UNMARRIED DEPENDENT CHILDREN: (NOTE:  If additional space is required please use the back of this page.)

*CODE 
(See 

below)

SURNAME  (If different than employee's) GIVEN NAME AND MIDDLE INITIALS
PROVINCIAL  

HEALTH NUMBER

DATE OF BIRTH YYYY          MM         DD

RELATIONSHIP GENDER

M          F

M          F

M          F*CODES: 
A  = An unmarried, fully dependent child less than the dependent age as specified in the booklet.

B  = An unmarried child over the dependent age but under the maximum age specified in the booklet.  This dependent must be attending an accredited educational institution on a  

       full-time basis. NOTE: Please enter the date school commences beside all code B dependents.  An annual Dependency Declaration is required for each school year.

C  = An unmarried child, over the dependent age as specified in the Employee Benefits Booklet, but fully dependent on me due to mental or physical disability.

5.  CHANGE IN COVERAGES (Please check appropriate statement and indicate change in benefits.)

6.           CHANGE IN OPTIONAL COVERAGES

OPTIONAL AD&D (Accidental Death and Dismemberment) Employee Employee and Eligible Dependents Total Amount:  $

Health Dental I understand that if benefits have been deleted, I will not be able 
to re-enrol for  these benefits at a later date unless application 
occurs within 31 days of termination of spousal coverage. 

DELETE the following benefits as coverage has been added to my spouse's plan.

ADD the following benefits as coverage has been terminated under my spouse's plan. Health Dental

WAIVE ALL LIFE & DIsABILITy BENEFITs Waiving of these benefits is subject to  your group's participation requirements.
Group 

Name of  number: 
insurance company:

REVISED
EARNINGS: $

ABC 20058 (R10/2009) ® The Blue Cross symbol and name are registered marks of the Canadian Association of Blue Cross Plans, an association of independent Blue Cross plans. Licensed to ABC Benefits Corporation for use in operating the Alberta Blue Cross Plan.

Blue Cross Life Insurance Company of Canada underwrites all life and income replacement benefits.

8. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND CONSENT

Employer 
Signature: 

       Date:  

I certify that all the above information is true and complete and agree to the 
Acknowledgement and Consent on the reverse side of this form.

I certify that all the above information is correct and meets  
the contractual requirements outlined in the group contract.

Employee 
Signature: 

                             Date:  
   

SHADED AREA FOR BLUE CROSS USE ONLY

 Add    Change  Delete

Telephone: (780) 498-5925 or 1-866-498-5925 Fax: (780) 498-3540  www.ab.bluecross.ca Blue Advantage 
provider directory 
grows larger 
Blue Advantage—a program that provides Alberta 
Blue Cross plan members with savings on medical, 
vision care and many other health-related products 
and services—continues to expand and offer even 
more savings from providers across Alberta. For more 
details, visit www.blueadvantage.ca.



Payment rates for dental claims  
adjusted for 2013
Alberta Blue Cross has updated the bases of payment for 
2013 for dental plans that reference the Alberta Blue Cross 
Dental	Schedule	and	those	plans	that	pay	for	dental	services	
according to Alberta Blue Cross Usual and Customary dental 
fees.

The	Alberta	Blue	Cross	Dental	Schedule	and	Alberta	Blue	
Cross Usual and Customary dental fees are two separate 
and distinct bases of payment for dental plans, designed 
to meet our customers’ differing needs. Dental claims for the 
majority of our customers are paid according to either of 
these bases of payment.

Alberta Blue Cross Dental Schedule
The	Alberta	Blue	Cross	Dental	Schedule	provides	a	managed	
approach to controlling dental plan costs—which helps 
maintain the affordability of our customers’ benefit plans. 
Dental claims for more than 370,000 Alberta Blue Cross 
customers are paid according to the Dental	Schedule. This 
includes claims from most small employer groups and all 
individual health plan customers, as well as claims from some 
large accounts. For 2013, maximum payment amounts for 
dental	services	paid	through	the	Dental	Schedule	have	been	
increased over 2012 levels by a weighted average of 2.81  
per cent.

Increases are based on the results of an annual review of rates 
contained	in	the	current	Dental	Schedule,	existing	economic	
factors, other western provinces’ dental association fee 
guides and feedback we receive from customers and dental 
providers across Alberta. This review ensures the Dental 
Schedule	remains	affordable	and	continues	to	address	the	
needs and interests of all concerned.

Alberta Blue Cross Usual and Customary dental fees
Alberta Blue Cross Usual and Customary dental fees are used 
as a basis of payment for dental claims for many Alberta Blue 
Cross group plan sponsors. For 2013, Alberta Blue Cross Usual 
and Customary dental fees have increased by a weighted 
average of 4.27 per cent over 2012 levels.

Usual and Customary dental fees are based on recent claims 
data from actual marketplace billings of Alberta Blue Cross 
employer group dental plan participants by Alberta dental 
offices. These fees are calculated based on an analysis of 
more than 1,800 procedure codes available to Alberta dental 
providers. Usual and Customary dental fees do not apply to 

our customers whose plans reference the Alberta Blue Cross 
Dental Schedule	or	another	basis	of	payment for dental 
claims.

Know before you go
Because there is no standard for billing of dental services in 
Alberta, dental offices across Alberta charge widely varying 
amounts for dental services. As a result, your employees may 
face out-of pocket costs regardless of the basis of payment 
for your plan. We encourage you and your employees to take 
an active role in ensuring you are getting the best value for 
your dental services and making the most of your dental 
benefits.

Access to information
All Alberta dental offices have copies of the 2013 Dental 
Schedule,	as	well	as	quick	and	easy	access	to	information	
about your employee’s dental coverage online. Most dental 
offices submit claims online to Alberta Blue Cross right at 
the time of an appointment, which means you and your 
employees can know instantly if you have an outstanding 
balance.

Please	refer	to	your	plan	contract	for	specific	details.



For more information about topics in this Connection Bulletin, please 
call your Alberta Blue Cross group sales or service representative.

We value your feedback
The Connection Bulletin is published to communicate with 
Alberta Blue Cross employer group plan sponsors on a variety of 
topics relating to your plan.

We appreciate your feedback regarding the Connection Bulletin, 
and welcome any comments you may have about the newsletter 
or suggestions of topics for upcoming issues. Please send your 
feedback via e-mail to connection@ab.bluecross.ca, by fax to 
780-498-8096, or via mail to Corporate Communications,  
Alberta Blue Cross, 10009 108 Street, Edmonton, AB T5J 3C5.

Back issues of the Connection Bulletin may be found on the 
Alberta Blue Cross web site at www.ab.bluecross.ca/ 
plan-administrators/connection-bulletin.html

www.ab.bluecross.ca
®	The	Blue	Cross	symbol	and	name	are	registered	marks	of	the	Canadian	Association	of	Blue	Cross	Plans,	an	association	of	
independent	Blue	Cross	plans.	Licensed	to	ABC	Benefits	Corporation	for	use	in	operating	the	Alberta	Blue	Cross	Plan.	 
ABC 83069 2012/11

Join our Facebook 
page to get the latest 
news and highlights.

Stay	in	the	loop	with	
tweets about Alberta 
Blue Cross products, 
services and events.

Get connected with 
other Alberta Blue 
Cross plan members 
and plan sponsors.
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Help your 
employees 
make the 
most of their 
benefits 
Included with this issue of the 
Connection Bulletin is a copy 
of the latest For your Benefit 
newsletter. It’s geared toward your group plan members to help 
them make the most of their benefits.

We encourage you to distribute For your Benefit to your 
employees, either by photocopying the printed copy or 
by	e-mailing	a	PDF	version	that	you	can	find	in	the	plan	
administrator’s section of our web site.

We welcome your comments about For your Benefit and 
suggestions	of	topics	for	future	issues.	Please	send	your	feedback	
to connectionbulletin@ab.bluecross.ca.

Readership survey:  
Thank you for your 
feedback
The	readership	survey	featured	in	the	Summer	
2012 issue of the Connection Bulletin provided very 
informative feedback. Five individuals were chosen at 
random from all respondents and each received an 
Alberta Blue Cross prize pack.

Thank you to everyone who took the time to respond 
to our survey and congratulations to: 

	 •		Marc Hodgins, Campus Vision Inc., Calgary

	 •		Tina Bourne, United Way of the Alberta Capital 
Region,	Edmonton

	 •		Jody L Leusink,	PMT	Inc,	Regina

	 •		Richard Verhaeghe,	Richard	A	Verhaeghe	
Professional	Corporation,	Athabasca

	 •		Janice Cunningham, Town of Blackfalds, 
Blackfalds

The goal of the Connection Bulletin is to provide 
information of relevance to group plan administrators 
and allow us to communicate on a variety of topics 
related to group health benefit plans. To ensure this 
newsletter meets that goal, we rely on your feedback. 
The input we received was insightful and very useful. 

If you have any further suggestions for articles or 
would like more information about topics you’ve seen 
in the Connection Bulletin, please call your Alberta Blue 
Cross group sales or service representative.

Benefit
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Information for plan members to help you make the most of your benefits

foR 
youR

Find a provider who offers direct billing!
Alberta Blue Cross has just made it easier for you to find a health service provider in your  
area who offers the convenience of direct billing. Visit the new searchable directory on our  
web site, and avoid having to fill out claim forms and pay the full cost of your eligible claims 
out-of-pocket, then having to submit a claim for reimbursement.

Today over 90 per cent of claims are submitted directly to Alberta Blue Cross at the time 
of service—from pharmacies, dental offices, ambulance providers, vision care providers, 
chiropractors, physiotherapists and, most recently, massage therapists.

By consulting this directory for a provider in your area who offers the convenience of direct 
billing, you will have to pay only your portion of the cost for eligible claims. Check out our web 
site today for details and a list of participating providers. 

Does your massage 
provider meet new 
eligibility requirements?
Beginning May 1, 2013, Alberta Blue 
Cross will require massage therapists 
to meet either the industry standard of 
2,200 hours of formal education or meet 
a 2,200-hour competency equivalency 
to be considered as eligible providers for 
claiming purposes. 

Massage therapy is not currently 
regulated in Alberta; therefore, 
individuals must trust that their massage 
therapy provider is professionally trained 
and belongs to a recognized association. 
Because of this, the 2,200 hour 
educational or equivalency requirement 
will be enforced beginning May 1, 2013 
to ensure that massage services claimed 
for are legitimate, therapeutic and 
medically necessary.

If you have coverage for massage therapy 
services and are intending to submit a 
claim, please ensure that services are 
being provided by a massage therapist 
who has the correct training and 
education prior to treatment.

Understand your dental benefits
In Alberta, individual dental providers are able to set their own prices. This situation 
differs from other provinces where dentists follow a fee guide established by 
provincial dental associations. As a result, dental offices across Alberta charge widely 
varying prices for dental services. Despite the fact that each year Alberta Blue Cross 
adjusts the maximum amounts paid to dental providers through your plan, your 
dentist may still charge more than your plan covers. This means you could face out-
of-pocket costs regardless of the basis of payment or the level of coverage provided 
through your plan.

All Alberta dental offices have quick and easy access to information about your 
dental coverage online. Most dental offices also submit claims online to Alberta Blue 
Cross right at the time of your appointment, which means you can find out instantly 
if you have any outstanding balance such as a co-pay or a deductible (where 
applicable).

Your dentist can also quickly check how much your plan pays for dental procedures 
and how much, if anything, you will have to pay by submitting a predetermination 
to Alberta Blue Cross prior to your appointment. Be sure to ask your dentist about 
this convenient service.

In today’s market of rising dental fees, we encourage you to take an active role in 
ensuring you are getting the best value for your dental services and are making the 
most of your dental benefits.

Learn more about your benefits by visiting the Alberta Blue Cross secure web site 
for plan members at www.ab.bluecross.ca/online_services.html. Find specific 
information about your benefits—including when your benefit plan will next cover 
a dental checkup, the total amounts your plan covers, maximums and percentages 
payable and how much you or your dependents have used so far.

Statements of Account now 
available in Excel format
Now	you	can	choose	either	PDF	or	Excel	as	the	format	
for	your	Statements	of	Account.	To	take	advantage	of	this	
new functionality, log into our secure online services site 
for plan administrators and navigate to the Statements of 
Account page. 


